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really completes His w work, and therefore there is no need for a

........(i) But to actually say that they never sat down, that voz1d

be dangerous. Or to say that txx±zx it is in any sense a divinely

±x purposed illustrtion, but it could be used as an illustration.

(question) I dontt quite get your words, second guess, I don't

get what you mean. I think that we would have to say that there are

many cases where the word in the Scripture is the only word which could pos

sibly h;ve been used. But there are many other cases where any of three

or four might have been given and the one which is used is all right.

Now another might be moreoprecise but it wouldn't be anymore true.

We say, he sat on a set. What was the seat? Was it a cushion, was it

a chair, was it a sofa, what was it? Yo' say he sat on a sofa. The

statement that he sat on a sofa is no more true than if you say he sat

on a seat. But it is more precise. And the same is true of grammat.
In

Neither grammar nor words re absolutely precise./ The nature of language

it cant be. And.in x every language there is certain ypxx types of

precision which is brought out, whihh another may not bring out.

I was speaking to my landLdy in Germany, one time, and I was

telling her of the scrape I had in California, and I told her that I

came out of the mountains and I asked a man for, I looked and there was

no train for three hours, and I was in 3. hurry, and I saw a car coming

along, and I xw waved to him 'nd he stopped and said jump in. nd I

road in to Los Angeles with him. Well, I told this woman in Germany,
no

my landlady, who knew/English, I told it to her in German, and I said

the man said , and she she was just overwhelmed. nd of course

over there they had such very few cars it was something quite contrary

to German life. \nd I thought that she was overwhelmed at the car.

nd she said, "He called you thou, he sed the familiar form of

discourse," and she was shocked that a stranger, and I were to get into

his car, and he would address me as thou. I should bye used the polite

form of discourse, but I used the familiar form. Now in English,
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